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1. Introduction

The Web is the universal information space that can be accessed by companies, governments, universities, students, teachers, businessmen and some users. In this universal space trading and advertising activities are held. A Web site is a lot of interconnected web pages that are developed and maintained by a person or organization. Web mining and analyzing studies reveal useful information on the web. Web mining studies analyzes and reveals useful information from the Web [11]. Web mining deals with the data related to the Web, they may be the data actually present in Web pages or the data concerning the Web activities. The Web can be viewed as the largest unstructured data source available, although the data on the Web sites, which composed them, is structured. This presents a challenging task for effective design of and access to Web pages. Web mining is a term used for applying data mining techniques to Web access logs [12]. Data mining is a non-trivial process of extracting previously unknown and potentially useful knowledge from large databases [13].

Web mining is an area that lately has gained a lot of interested. This is due essentially to the exponential growth of the World Wide Web and its anarchic architecture and also due to the increase of its importance over the people's life. Scientists and engineers want to extract information from it, in order to better understand and to improve its features. Web mining can be defined as the application of Data Mining techniques to the web related data.

Web mining can be divided into three categories: Web content mining, Web structure mining and Web usage mining [10]. Web content mining is the process of extracting knowledge from documents and content description. Web structure mining is the process of obtaining knowledge from the organization of the Web and the links between Web pages [19].

Web usage mining analyzes information about website pages that were visited which are saved in the log files of Internet servers to discover the previously unknown and potentially interesting patterns useful in the future. Web usage mining is described as applying data mining techniques on Web access logs to optimize web site for users.

Click-stream means a sequence of Web pages viewed by a user; pages are displayed one by one on a row at a time. Analysis of clicks is the process of extracting knowledge from web logs. This analysis involves first the step of data preprocessing and then applying data mining techniques. Data preprocessing involves data extraction, cleaning and filtration followed by identification of their sessions.
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Due to the immense volume of Internet usage and web browsing in recent years, log files generated by web servers contain enormous amounts of web usage data that is potentially valuable for understanding the behaviour of website visitors.

This knowledge can be applied in various ways, such as enhancing the way that the web pages are interconnected or for increasing the sales of the commercial web sites.

2. Data Preprocessing

Log files are created by web servers and filled with information about user requests on a particular Web site. They may contain information about: domains, subdomains and host names; resources requested by the user, time of request, protocol used, errors returned by the server, the page size for successful requests.

Because a successful analysis is based on accurate information and quality data, preprocessing plays an important role. Preparation of data requires between 60 and 90% of the time data analysis and contribute to the success rate of 75-90% to the entire process of extracting knowledge [3].

For each IP or DNS we determine user sessions. The log files have entries like these:

95.175.194.33 - - [27/Jul/2011:07:23:04 -0500] "GET /css/preview_style.css HTTP/1.1" 200 2553 "http://www.nice-layouts.com/preview.php?p=34062" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100401 Firefox/3.6.3 (.NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

95.175.194.33 - - [27/Jul/2011:07:23:04 -0500] "GET /css/tabright.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 2095 "http://www.nice-layouts.com/css/preview_style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100401 Firefox/3.6.3 (.NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

95.175.194.33 - - [27/Jul/2011:07:23:04 -0500] "GET /css/tableft.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 377 "http://www.nice-layouts.com/css/preview_style.css" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100401 Firefox/3.6.3 (.NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

95.175.194.33 - - [27/Jul/2011:07:23:05 -0500] "GET /secure/none.gif HTTP/1.1" 200 827 "https://www.nice-layouts.com/secure/custom_css.css" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100401 Firefox/3.6.3 (.NET CLR 3.5.30729)"

As can be noticed above, each record in the file is identified by IP, date and time, protocol, page views, error code, number of bytes transferred. The steps needed for data preprocessing were presented in detail in [1]. For sessions' identification in the first case was considered that a user can not be stationed on a page more than 30 minutes. This value is used in several previous studies, as can be seen in the work [2]. The current study intends to add an improvement in sessions' identification by determining an average time of page visiting the sites for the visit duration determined by analysis of web site visit duration, data which can be found in the log files of the site. Thus, for each visited page, is calculated the visit duration, which is determined by the difference between two consecutive timestamps for the same user, which is identified by IP. For records of pages with the highest timestamp among those visited by a user is assigned a predefined value of our choice to 20,000 seconds. I calculate the average visiting time for a page by the average of all the times spent on that page. When calculating the average visiting time we don't take into consideration the pages with the time less than 2 seconds and largest than 20,000 seconds. Thus for our analysis I selected only those log records that contained a web page, eliminating the required load images and other files adjacent to it, this information being considered not important for analysis. I kept only pages that have status code of class 200, a successfully loaded page. Thus, we calculated how long a user stayed on a page as the difference between consecutive timestamps of visited pages for the same person, same IP. I calculated the average visiting time for a page as the media of time spent for different users on that page and used this mean to better identify sessions. I have removed pages of double sessions and I just kept for review sessions with more than 1 page views.

After preprocessing stage we obtained a file containing the user sessions. I implemented in Java the Apriori algorithm in order to obtain the association rules between the pages from the sessions. I applied this algorithm on the sessions obtained.

3. Mining frequent itemsets

One of the most well known and popular data mining techniques is the association rules (AR) or frequent itemsets mining algorithm. The algorithm was originally proposed by Agrawal et al. [14] for market basket analysis. Because of its significant applicability, many revised algorithms have been introduced since then, and AR mining is still a widely researched area.

Items that occur often together can be associated to each other. These together occurring items form a frequent itemset. Conclusions based on the frequent itemsets form association rules. For ex {milk, cocoa powder} can bring a rule cocoa powder \( \Rightarrow \) milk

Consider we have database D consists of events \( T_1 \), \( T_2 \), \( \ldots \), \( T_m \), that is \( D = \{ T_1 \), \( T_2 \), \( \ldots \), \( T_m \} \). Let there be an itemset X that is a subregion of event \( T_k \), that is \( X \subseteq T_k \)
The support can be defined as: 
\[
\text{sup}(X) = \frac{|\{T \in D \mid X \subseteq T\}|}{|D|}
\]
this relation compares number of events containing itemset X to number of all events in database.

Any frequent item set (support is higher than the minimal support): I frequent, \( \text{sup}(I) \geq \text{sup}_{\text{min}} \).

Properties of the Support of an Item Set are:
- No superset of an infrequent item set can be frequent, the well known Apriori property.
- All subsets of a frequent item set are frequent.

"Apriori" was the first association rules mining algorithm. Lots of improved algorithms (most of them are "apriori"-based) have been introduced since it was published.

**Apriori algorithm**

Apriori algorithm defined in 1994 by Agrawal and Srikant is the benchmark among unsupervised learning system based on association rules. Apriori algorithm is the first and most important efficient algorithm for discovering association rules. Apriori algorithm uses the same approach as the traditional association rules algorithm, except that it doesn’t look back to the input you it makes iterations to increase the set of items with maximum support. Agrawal and Srikant notes that a lot of support items Minin, each item-subset of it must have minimum support. Given this achievement, Apriori algorithm was introduced to deal with lots of articles of dimension to k-1 (from previous iteration) with minimum support when they generate lots of items of size k, don’t seeking to the all data entry again. This reduces the performance due to reduced complexity of the algorithm, without reducing the quality and completeness of external algorithm results.

The general scheme of the Apriori algorithm after Borgelt:

1. Determine the support of the one element item sets and discard the infrequent items.
2. Form candidate item sets with two items (both items must be frequent), determine their support, and discard the infrequent item sets.
3. Form candidate item sets with three items (all pairs must be frequent), determine their support, and discard the infrequent item sets.
4. Continue by forming candidate item sets with four, five etc. items until no candidate item set is frequent.

It is based on two main steps: candidate generation and pruning. All frequent item set mining algorithms are based on these steps in some form.

Apriori uses a scroll in depth strategy to compute the support sets of elements and uses a function to generate candidates that uses circumscribed lower of support property.

The pseudo-code for Apriori algorithm after Christian Borgelt [8] is specified in the following section:

**Function apriori \( (A,T,s_{\text{min}}) \)**

```plaintext
Begin //Apriori algorithm
    k := 1; //initialize the item set size
    E_k := \bigcup_{a \in A} \{\{a\}\}; //start with single element sets
    F_k := prune(E_k, T, s_{\text{min}}); //snd determine the frequent ones
    while F_k \neq \emptyset do begin //while there are frequent items sets
        E_{k+1} := candidates(F_k); //create item sets with one item more
        F_{k+1} := prune(E_{k+1}, T, s_{\text{min}}); //and determine the frequent ones
        k := k + 1;
    end;
    return \bigcup_{j=1}^{k} F_j; //return the frequent item sets
end;
```

**Function candidates\( (F_{k}) \)**

```plaintext
Begin //generate candidates with k+1 items
    E := \emptyset; //initialize the set of candidates
    forall f_1, f_2 \in F_{k}; //traverse all pairs of frequent item sets
```
with \( f_1 = \{ a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, a_k \} \) // that differ only in one item

and \( f_2 = \{ a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, a_k \} \) // and are in lexicographic order

and \( a_k < a'_k \) do begin // the order is arbitrary, but fixed

\[ f = f_1 \cup f_2 = \{ a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}, a_k, a'_k \} \] // the union has \( k+1 \) elements

if \( \forall a \in f : f \setminus \{ a \} \in F_k \) // only if all subsets are frequent

then \( E = E \cup \{ f \} \) // add the new item set to the candidates

end; // otherwise it can not be frequent

return \( E \); // return the generated candidates

End.

Function prune \((E, T, s_{\text{min}})\)

Begin // prune infrequent candidates

forall \( e \in E \) do // initialize the support counters

\( s_T(e) := 0 \); // of all candidates to be checked

forall \( t \in T \) do // traverse the transactions

forall \( e \in E \) do // traverse the candidates

if \( e \subseteq t \) // if transaction contains the candidates

then \( s_T(e) := s_T(e) + 1 \); // increment the support counter

\( F := \emptyset \); // initialize the set of frequent candidates

forall \( e \in E \) do // traverse the candidates

if \( s_T(e) \geq s_{\text{min}} \) // if a candidate is frequent

then \( F := F \cup \{ e \} \); // add it to the set of frequent candidates

return \( F \); // return the pruned set of candidates

End.

4. Case Study

To implement the algorithms presented earlier I used the Java programming language, the code is written using NetBeans IDE.

So, in the interface I gave the opportunity for the user to choose the file with sessions. The content of the file must be in the following format:

As it can be seen in the figure before, in the preprocessing stage, we codified the pages from the log files. The user can also choose the minimum support threshold. After all these being set, I can run the algorithm. After applying the Apriori algorithm I obtained some important associations between pages. For example, I obtained:
When we decrease the support, we obtain more association between pages.

Another way of obtaining association rules on pages from a web-site is by transforming this file with sessions that we obtained before in a matrix containing 0 and 1 and create an .arff file from all these pages, having as attributes the pages that can take values 0 or 1 and the relation defined between being the sessions, the data from the .arff are the values of the sessions. The .arff file can be defined in a sparse or dense. After obtaining the .arff file, it can be applied to the Apriori algorithm from Weka, or any open source data mining tool that accepts this format.

Sequence mining is the task of finding temporal patterns over a database of sequences, in this case a database of click streams. Sequence mining is considered to be an extension of association mining that only finds nontemporal patterns. This technique can have a very important role in knowledge discovery in web log data, due to the (temporally) ordered nature of click-streams.

The type of patterns that results from the application of this technique, can have an example like this: "If user visits page X, and then page Y, it will visit page Z with c% of chance". The algorithms for sequence mining inherited much from the association mining algorithms, and many of them are extensions of the firsts, where the main difference is that in sequence mining inter-sequence patterns are searched, where in the association mining the patterns searched are intra-sequence patterns.

5. Conclusions

At the beginning I present on short the data preprocessing which has been performed on the log files from this commercial web site. Here I presented the method that I proposed for session identification by adding the medium time that a user can spend on a specific page. Having the data preprocessing step done, we can then go to another important step in web mining, the one of effectively extracting useful information from all these data. Mining the associations from web site pages is an important task as it helps web site designers to improve the design of the site. It gives better satisfaction for the final user. By mining associations of web pages from web logs the web site designer can discover the bad web page association and can change the design. This article presents different ways of solving this problem. The novelty brought by this work is represented by the Java application with a friendly graphical user interface, use the mean time to identify sessions and application of Apriori algorithm on Web logs. In this study we have seen how the techniques of association and sequence mining can be naturally applied to the web usage mining task, extracting association rules or frequent patterns in the web log data. This kind of knowledge cannot be extracted with classical statistical analysis and gives much more insight to business analysts, consisting in a powerful tool to the business area. So by mining associations between web pages we can discover the pages frequent accessed together. This information can be helpful for site developer in order to arrange the pages and so bring customer satisfaction and increase sells. In the future we consider adding new modules to the applications developed in order to execute various data mining analysis. Future research direction consist in implementing another algorithms like FP-Growth[15] for generating association between web pages and then implementing also some algorithm for associations rule mining like the one of Agraval și Srikant,1994 [16] also some algorithms for sequential rule mining like the one of RuleGen algorithm [17] and PrefixSpan[18].
All these algorithms will be applied for determining the frequent users’ navigation models of web site. This will help web site designers and developers to improve the initial design created and so attract more visitors by the user friendly interface developed. So, the web site designers can determine the web pages that are not correct located and bring them to the right position and also in time, having these navigation models, it can be developed a system for next page prediction.
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